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Be the first to join the revolution in photography -- ARS. ARS is the first productive and authentic online 
learning community for photographers and visual artists. 
 
ARS is an online photography feedback platform driven by giving and receiving honest and constructive 
critiques. Through the clean and minimalist interface, photographers can develop their visual acuity through 
uploading their own photos, viewing photographs and contributing constructive critiques to others. 
 
ARS is a revolution in photo sharing. Photos and critiques are distributed to the user base anonymously and 
randomly. ARS disrupts the current monopoly in photography held by advertisement driven social media 
platforms (Instagram-Facebook) with a fair, decentralized, and anonymous algorithm. No more popularity 
contests and superficial 'likes' that homogenize art production and feedback. 

You 
ARS relies on YOU to change the future of photography. Upload your photos to ARS and start critiquing 
photos. ARS encourages artistic experimentation. Use ARS as a visual testing ground in order to share new 
visual imagery and develop your portfolio. 
 
Share ARS with friends, family, and photographers! Let's build a productive learning community together. 
 
ARS is looking for investors, brand collaborators, and reviews. Be a part of our moonshot dreams for ARS. 
Read our Press Kit and e-mail arsbetahelp@gmail.com. 
 
Let's change the culture of photography together! 
ARS Team 
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ARS is a free online platform
that gives you feedback from
other users whether to “keep”

or “ditch” your photos.

If you have a photograph that
you are not sure whether to

keep or ditch, share it on ARS
to get feedback from other users.

Sign up/login with your
Google account.

ARS was created to change the
way photography is shared,

seen, and provided feedback on.

ARS was built on a dream to
build a productive community
to learn photography by giving

and receiving real feedback.

We encourage you to contact
us at ArsBetaHelp@gmail.com

for your thoughts and feedback! 

Upload your photos that
you want feedback on.

We want to revolutionize the
photography community by

going back to the core of photo
making and photo sharing.

ARS thrives on your feedback.  To get feedback on your
photos, you must also give your feedback to other users. 

ARS is your way to help other
users by giving your feedback

to their photo through the
“keep” or “ditch” mechanism.

Your photograph is shown to
others anonymously.  There are
no hidden algorithms based on

popularity, posting time, or
social media networks.

What is ARS?

Why use ARS

The Ultimate Guide to

HELP ?
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How to use ARS

The story behind ARS
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Give your feedback on other
users photos by clicking

   

Optional: Enter your honest
critique why the user should

keep or ditch their photo.
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FEEDBACK

UPLOAD

Optional:
your critique here.

Enter

“Let’s learn and grow together as a photography community.”
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Screenshots 
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